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Overview 
Loodiz is a premium online shopping 
platform that sells hand-picked  
high-quality products offered by numerous 
stores in Egypt. 

We at Loodiz focus on providing 
exceptional customer support to ensure a 
great experience for our fellow shoppers.

We're all about quality, not quantity.



Loodiz Goals 
Help local SMEs flourish by providing them with the 

means to sell their unique products and reach a wide 

variety of online shoppers.

To push the boundaries of Egypt’s online shopping by 

providing a powerful and user-centered platform 

boasting special offers, competitive prices, and a 

curated selection of products.
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What Are We Selling? 
● Consumable goods such as honey, dried fruit, spices, curated 

meats & much more.

● Non-consumable products such as clothes, jewelry, paintings, 

home deco & much more.
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Why Choose Loodiz? 
1. Software is our field of expertise having more than 15 years 

of experience in web design, development & marketing.

2. Forget about marketing. We are committed to heavily 
promoting Loodiz where you will directly benefit without 
paying any monthly fees.

3. We take customer service seriously. Minimizing order 
problems and resolving issues quickly & efficiently is our top 
priority to ensure satisfied returning clients.



Why Choose Loodiz? 
4. As a seller, your brand will have high 

transparency on our platform with your own 
about page, reviews, terms and listed 
products.

5. Benefit from our low commission rates 
ranging from 5% to 15% depending on your 
product industry.

6. Most global online sales happen through 
marketplaces. Just like shopping malls, users 
prefer centralized locations instead of 
visiting individual sites.



Why Choose Loodiz? 
7. Save time and money by joining an established 

sales channel and avoid the high prices & 
prolonged time it takes to develop, maintain & 
market your own online store.

8. Enjoy awesome features in your dashboard such 
as sales reports, staff manager, store followers & 
reviews, seller vacation, product enquiry & more.



How Does it All Work? 

Sellers
apply on website or 

get headhunted.

Sellers

On Sale

Shoppers

Customer Support

browse and buy 
products from their 

choice of seller.

go through application 
process, sign then set up 

their store & add products.

Orders
are packaged and 

delivered by sellers 
directly to shoppers.

payments are received by 
sellers where a set 

commission is deducted 
and payout is made to 

Loodiz periodically.

will handle and resolve 
any issues with orders by 

coordinating between 
shoppers and sellers.
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Marketing Strategy 
Using our in-house digital marketing 
specialists, our promotional focus will be on 
search engine marketing (SEM), search engine 
optimization (SEO) & Facebook adverts.

Inbound marketing is how we aim at 
keeping users coming back by giving them a 
uniquely positive shopping experience.



Launching Strategy 
Phase 1 Targets:

● Soft launch at 20-30 sellers

● Feedback & cycle optimization

● Cash & credit card payments on delivery 

(seller dependent)

Phase 2 Targets:

● Increase to 300 Partners

● Online payments

● More shopping options

● In-house delivery and order fulfillment



Moving Forward 
1. Submit required documents to our team

2. Review and sign contract

3. Setup store page and upload products

4. Invite your followers to Loodiz.com

5. Start selling!
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